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APPLICATIONS OF GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY IN THE

QUANTITATIVE NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY OF SPECIAL NUCLEAR

MATERIALS

Thomas E. Sampson and Jack L. Parker

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

ABSTRACT

Nearly all applications of gamma-ray spectrometry in the quantitative assay of

special nuclear materials can be grouped into five general categories. They are as follows:

(1) Quantitative passive assay, of which transmission-corrected passive assay methods for

measuring isotopic masseskoncumations are an important subseu (2) Enrichment

measumnents on “infinitely thick” samples for absolute determination of isotopic

fxactions/concentrationV (3) Measurements of isotopic ratios using relative detection

etliciency principles resulting in absolute isotopic distributions without recourse to

standd, (4) Absorption-edge densitometry measurements of elemental concentrations;

and (5) X-ray fluorescence measurements of elemental concentrations.

Careful and correct practice of these techniques can yield measurement accuracies in

the range of 0.1% to 1,0% in favorable situations with measurement times generally in the

range of 15 minutes to 1 hour.

We present examples of these general categcxies with emphasis on those

measurements and techniques exhibiting the best accuracy, as WCIIas those which are not

routinely practiced in many other applications of gamma-ray spectrometry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantitative nondestructive assay of special nuclear materials (SNM) plays an

important role in the accountability of these valuable and strategic materials Over the past

20 years several generic techniques, with a multitude of variation in application, have been

developed to perform these measurements using gamma-ray spectrometry. Such

measurements can, in many instances, supplant more traditional analytical chemistry

techniques and are often chosen because of their rapidity md lower cost. We will describe

several methods that are routinely used for the quantitative assay of SNM (usually the

isotopes of uranium plutonium and americium) with emphasis on measurements that

exhibit the best accuracy. We will also emphasize measurement principles that, while

widely known, are often not routinely practiced in many other applications of gamma-ray

specttornetry. A more wmplcte description of these techniques maybe found in the book

“Passive Nondestructive Assay” to be published by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

II. DATA ACQUISITION

Measurement systems for the techniques discussed below have been designed,

constructed, test~ and implemented in routine facility use by the Safeguiuds Assay Group

of the La Alamos National Laboratory as well as by other developers. Users will find two

features that are common to many of the Los Alamos systems: the use of ex:ernd isotopic

sources for making rate-loss corrections (for pileup and deadtime losses), and the usc of

digital gain and zero stabilization for increased spectral acquisition stability.
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A. Rate-loss Correction Sources

Isotopic wmrees are used to make accurate corrections for pileup and deadtime

counting losse; over a wide dynamic range of detector count rates. These sources are

usually small (@i), commercially available, disc Sowes rigidly fixed to the endcap of the

Ge (usually) deteetor. The assumption in their use is that all photopeaks in the spectrum

suffer the same factional losses from deadtime and pileup. This is not srnctly true because

the variation of peak-width with energy can make pleup losses slightly gremcr for narrow

peaks than broader peaks. However, careful application of the technique (best applied with

simple region-of-interest (RCU)peak-area summation methods) shows that it can be

accurate to better than 0.5% over a count-rate range of a few kHz to over 100 kHzo With

the use of a rate-loss eomeetion source, all analysis is done with the ratio of the assay-peak

ardrate-loss some peak area. This ratio is independent of the loss fraction so actual rate-

10sscorrection factors need not be explicitly computed; they are automatically incorporated

in the analysis.

Commonly used rate-loss correction soumes are: 59,5 keV 241Am, 88 keV I@Cd,

122 keV S7C0,and 356 keV 133Bawith desirable properties being an energy near to, but

below, that of the assay peak and a long, well-known half-life. Source strength is chosen

so that the count rate in the rate-loss peak is high enough to not significantly add to the

statistical errm of the assay peak Usually 1000 counts/s or less in the rate-loss photopeak

is sufficient

B. INgital Gain/Zero Stabilization

Thesecommerciallyavailable modules are found in most assay systems used for

SNM measurements. They are especially valuable with analysis methods using RO1

peak-area methods because of the importamx of knowing exact peak positions and the

desirability of not using software to find peak positions, Wc also do not find any

significant loss of resolution in their USC.The computer controllable feature of most
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stabilims is invaluable in systems that analyze data fmm separate acquisitions with

different isotopes.

III. METHODS FOR ISOTOPIC MASSES/CONCENTRATIONS

Because gamma-ray emission is isotope specific, most methods that use the passive

emissions fkom naturally radioactive materials are sensitive to the isotope mass or

concentration in the sample.

A. Transmission-corrected Passive Assay

Theprinciples of this measurement method form the basis for many of the gamma-

rsy spectromeoy techniques cumently in use for measuring SNM. Features of this general

application are also found in the XRF measurements mentioned later in this paper. This

method measums the transmission of gamma rays through the sample from a source

external to the sample. The measured transmission of the external-source gamma rays is

used to calculate the linear attenuation coefficient (p) of the bulk sample Mthe energy of the

assay peak. Knowledge of the IJof the sample enables one to calculate the fiction of

assay-peak gamma rays produced within the sample that eseape the sample unattenuated.

This fraction is the correction factor for attenuation within the sample. This correction

factor, in conjunction with the rate-loss comections discussed above, allows this technique

to be accurate over a wide range of sample sizes, matrix compositions and densities, and

SNM concentrations.

There are some restrictions to the technique [1]. The sample must be sufficiently

homogenwus that the sample material can be characterized for small volume elements by a

single, linear-attenuation coefficient because the determination of the sample ~ from the

transmission measuretmmt is the key to obtaining an accurate and representative correction

factor, It is alSOrequired that the individual gamma-my emitting particles be small enough
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that self-attenuation within the panicles is negligible. This requirement arises because the

transmission measurement accounts for attenuation of the gamma rays after escape from the

parent particle, but does not account for attenuation within the parent ptiicle. lle sample

geometry should also be simple, making it amenable to correction-factor calculations.

1. Transmission Sources. Transmission sources should have gamma rays

bracketing or near to the assay peak so that the transmission at the assay-peak energy can

be easily interpolated or extrapolated fmm the measured transmission. Selenium-75 is a

useful source because its gamma rays at 121, 136, 279, and 401 keV allow interpolation

and extrapolation to all of the major assay peaks of Z3%J( 185 kcV) and 239Pu(129 and

414 keV). Its Ml-day half-life is adequate with source replacement required approximately

twice a year. Ytterbium-169 (177 and 198 keV) is also used in the assay of ZS5U

(185 keV). Its 32-day half-life is shorter than desired, necessitating fairly frequent source

replacement.

2. Transmission Correction Factors. The transmission correction factors

are usually calculated numerically for each measumnent with the measured sample

transmission being the in&pendent variable. The geometry of the sample and the samplc-

collimatordetector configuration am the key parameters in determining the type of

calculation to be done. For so+alled far-field measurements in which the sample-detector

distanm is large compared to sample dimensions, correction factors can often be adequately

calculatd fkom analytical expressions (exactor approximate) of which the familiar slab

correction fackm, -lnT/( l-T), is an example. More compact measurement geometries

usually mquirc numerical calculations that include the exact geometry. These can be carried

out in one, two, or three dimensions, dcpendmg upon the problem. One- and two-

dimension correction-factor calculations can be done on-line with current computing

capability. Three-dimensional calculations require off-line calculations to pammeterize the
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correction factor as a function of the transmission T. The paIameterized correction factor is

then used on-line. Reference [1] describes the use and calculation of attenuation correction

factors in great detail.

3. Calibration. The use of transmission (attenuation) corrections and rate-loss

corrections greatly simplifies the calibration of the measurement system. With accurate

confections the totakorrected count rate becomes directly pqortional to the SNM mass in

the sample as defined in Eqs. 1 and 2.

M = TCRIK, (1)

where M = Mass, K = CtWration Constant, and TCR = Total Corrected Rate.

TCR = RRecF@L)ec~(~~), (2)

where RA’= Raw (uncorrected) Rate observed in photopeak, CF(RL) = Correction Factor

for Rate Loss, and CF(AIT) = Correction Factor for Attenuation.

No longer is there a need to have standards that are “representative” of, or matched

to, the unknowns. The cotl’ection factors take care of the differmm, even to the extent of

having different container/sample sizes and geometries between calibration standards and

unknowns. This is the principal advantage of this technique; one that has not been used in

the safeguards and other fields as much as, perhaps, it should. These forms also apply,

with differences only in “~especific form of CF(A’lTj, to the x-ray fluorescence

measurements described later.

CMibration standards should be well-characteriti uniform, homogeneous

materials that have accurately known SNM values. Typically, the known SNM values are

obtained fi’omchemical analysis of the material in the standards, So, while the
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measurement technique can replace routine chemical analysis, we still must obtain values

for our calibration standards from accurate chemical analysis.

Correct application of correction factors makes the calibration curve linear with a

zero intemept. In principle, a single standard can sufllce for system calibration. In

practice, it is desirable to use more standads, both to check on the self-consistency of the

standa.ds, and to quantify any possible small nonlinearities in the calibration curve [1,2,3].

Careful delineation of calibration curve nonlinearities may help to define small

mass/concentration depmdent biases [2,3,4].

The single calibration constant for a transmission-corrected passive assay is usually

cda@d in the units of (corrected count rate)/(gram SNM) or (corrected count rate)/(p

SNM/liter).

B. Applications/Performance

1. Solutions. Solutions are an ideal example for the application of this

technique because they am uniform and hcmmgeneous, do not (ideally) have finite-sized

particles, and can be confined in an accurately known geometry. An example of the

application of the transmission-corrected, passive-assay technique to the measurement of

235Uin solution is described in [2,3]. These references describe a system that measures

solutions with uranium concentrations ranging from 0.1 mg/f to over 400 g/f, a dynamic

range approaching 107. A measurement station from this system is shown in Fig. 1,

which represents a typical transmission~rrect~ passive-assay measurement geometry.

A set of calibration data from two sets of solution standards at the high end of this

system’s measurement range is shown in Fig. 2.

It is seen that not all of the standti are consisten~ an excellent example of the

desirability of using mom than a single calibration standard. With such tt system it is easy

to observe inconsistencies among a series of calibration standards. In this case the

inconsistencies were attributed to incorrect chmacterization of the standards by chemical
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analysis. We also observe that 10 of the 14 standards show a consistency that

demmstrates assay system calibration errors of less than 0.2% for uranium concentrations

from 5 to 500 @t. This example illustrates that the application of this gamma-ray

spectrometry technique, under good conditions, can give results equal to those from careful

chemical analysis.

This system used a two-dimensional, on-line calculation of the attenuation

correction factor as well as an ‘lAm rate-loss source with the assay peak being the

185 keV peak of 23SU. Over the above concentration range the transmission correction

factor changes by about a factor of 1.5 while the rate loss comection factor varies by nearly

a factor of 2 giving a total correction factor change on the order of 2.5-3.

2. Uniform, Homogeneous Solids. In principle, these materials should

produce assays as good as those fim solutions. However, solids (powders and powder

mixtures) are seldom as uniform and homogeneous as the more ideal case of solutions.

This leads to practical lower uncertainty limits in the 1% to 3% range. The most unifoxm

cases of pure oxides and pure metal are often in forms that are too dense for trsnsmission-

corrected passive assay.

In the mid 1980s the New Brunswick Laboratory conducted an interlaboratory

exercise that illustrated the state of the practice at that time [5]. The samples were 235U

contained in matrices of synthetic calcined ash, cellulose fiber, and ion-exchange resin.

While the best results did fall into the 1% to 3% range previously mentioned, the majority

of the respondents reported results with biases ranging from 5% to 1570indicating that the

state of the practice was sigtilcantly poorer thn the state of the art.

Parker [61reported a dramatic illustration of the power and versatility of the correct

application of the transmission-comect~ passive-assay method as applied to solids and

liquids.
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The results in Fig. 3 show that the corrected count rattig 2SSUis the same, to better

than 1%, independent of the widely varying chemical, physical, and geomernc form of the

samples (Fig. 4), when proper assay methods are applied.

3. Heterogeneous Solids. The transmission-corrected, passive-assay method

begins to breakdown for this case, scrap and waste being the prime example. The

segmented gamma scan (SGS) technique [7], developed to address this problem, is

commercially available and widely U* but still cannot completely cope with the general

case where the matrix density varies ~atly throughout the sample. For small matrix

density variations, measurement accuracy can still be better than 5%. However, for more

gross heterogeneities, measurement biases cai be 20% to 50% or more. Particularly

troublesome is the case whe= the high-Z SNM is contained in large particles (>100 ~) or

agglomerations in which self-absorption within the particle or “lump” is not accounted for

by the transmission correction.

Recent research [8,9] has improved the situation with the inccmporationof “lump

correction” algorithms into SGS system soflwam. These corrections use peak ratios to

help provide cormtion factors for self-absorption in lumps or particles within the sample

and are cmied out in addition to the standard, matrix-attenuation correction factor from

external-source transmission measurements. This type of correction technique has been

discussed extensively but never applied in the general case. Its use here improves the

accuracy of the assay of heterogeneous solids but still does not remove all the bias.

Because of the problem with SNM lumps, SGS measurements of heterogeneous

materials often are biased low.

TES108(C)4/i6/90 9



IV. METHODS FOR ISOTOPIC RATIOS AND ISOTOPIC

DISTRIBUTIONS

A. “Enrichment Meter”

The“enrichment meter” [9] is one of the simplest, yet most elegant and accurate

applications of quantitative gamma-my spexrometry. It can be used to measure the

absolute isotopic enrichment of materials whose chemical compositions are known and are

infinitely thick (for example, >7 A)to the measurement gamma ray (typically 185 keV). It

has been most often used for determining the enrichment of 235Uin uranium found in

various physical and chemical forms in the nuclear fuel cycle although its application is

certainly not limited to uraniurm The same principle can also be used to measure the

concentration of dilute SNM in a known mattix or the blending ratio of mixed U/Pu oxides.

Best results are obtained with germanium detectors although NaI is successfully

used in many cases. Measurement systems use a rate-loss correction source and are

calibrated with standwds of known enrichment The technique is so well developed and so

widely used ti‘at internationally certified mfcrence materials am available in the low

enrichment range (N’BS-SRM-969/EEC-NRM- 171). The users manual [10] distributed

with these materials contains, perhaps, the best and most complete discussion of

enrichment measurements currently available.

Car&Il application of gamma-ray spearometry [11] has demonstrated that uranium

enrichment can be meastmd with an accuracy of +0. 1% (relative) for enrichments from

0.7% 235U to above 90% 235Uwith a single measurement system and calibration.

B. Isotopic Ratios

Themeasurement of the isotopic composition of plutonium with gamma-ray

spcctrometry is an example of using the measurement of isotopic ratios to absolutcl y

determine isotopic distributions without recourse to calibration standards, rote-loss

T’ES108(C)4/16/90 10



corrections, or attenuation corrections. The determination of the relative detection

efficiency of the measurement system from the gamma-ray spectrum of each sample is the

key feature of this type of measurement. This, coupled with the fact that isotopic ratios are

measured, makes the measurements independent of sample geometry and composition and

yields absolute results without using standards. Reference [12] reviews the state of this

technique as of the mid- 1980s. Equation 3 presents the fundamental relation for

determining ratios from measured spectral data and known nuclear-decay parameters.

(3)

Equation 3 shows the mass ratio M of isotope i to isotope k in terms of the net photopeak

areas C of a gamma my with energy Ej ilom isotope i and a gamma ray with energy Et

from isotope k, the photon emission rates (yin units of gammas/s*g isotope) of gamma

rays j and / and the relative detection efficiency RE at energies Ej and Et

Several sophisticated computer codes exist that apply this technique in routine

production-line situations in various plutonium-handling facilities throughout the world

[12,13,14]. These codes are capable of providing measurement accuracies of < 1% for

238~, 239~, ~, ~~ 241~o ~c ~sults fmm these measumlnen~s Me used in the

interpretation of memon coincidence counting and/or calorimetry data from the same

sample to nomkstnwtively determine the total plutonium content of samp’es of arbitrary

size, configuration, and composition. Measurcmen$ times typically range from 30 minutes

to 1 hour. Figure 5 shows a set of tm.tits demonstrating the measurement accuracy for

- tim the FRAMcodedescribedin [14], Here the different symbols refer tn diffment

groups of samples. The plutonium masses in these samples ranged from a few Ilundred mg

to ahnnst 2 kg with the chemical forms being oxide (mainly), metal, and solutions,

‘rEs108(c) 4/l&90 11



Measurement precision for some of the analysis methods [13] can approach or exceed that

from mass spectrometry.

C. Other Applications

Two other applications of the measurement of isotopic ratios in the field of special

nuclear material safeguards bear mentioning. The first is the measurement of isotopic ratios

of fission products in spent fuel to detexmine the burnup of the fuel. This application can

be applied by safeguards inspection authorities. The second involves the measurement of

the ~5Up~ ratio in arbitrary samples found in the nuclear fuel cycle[15]. The latter

application is difficult using the same relative efficiency techniques used for plutonium

because of the wide energy separation between the principle gamma rays from 235U

(--200 keV) and those from the 2~mPa daughter of 238U (-700- IO(X!ke’V). Nevertheless,

in at least one instance, the same code used in plutonium measurements [14] can also be

used to measure uranium isotopic ratios.

IV, METHODti FOR ELEMENTAL CONCENTRATION

A. Absorption-Edge Densitomnetry

Densitmnetry uses the measured transmission through the sample of phomns from

an external source at energies above and below the K (or L) absorption edges of tht’SNM

to determine the elcmentd concentration in the sample m denoted in Eq, 4.

where p = elemental density, T*C = sample trmsmission dove absorption edge,

TLMtW= sample transmission below absorption edge, W8C = difference in muss

(4)
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absorption coefficients at the energies of T~W and T~low, and D = sample thickness. It

is usually applied to solution samples and has been used for plutonium with isotopic

transmission sources of T$e (121. 1kcV) and 5~Co (122.0 keV) straddling the !21.8 keV

K-absorption edge of plutonium. Continuous spectrum photons from x-ray tubes have

also been used at both the K and Ledges for uranium and plutonium. Numerous

references to early wodt in the safeguards application of this gamma-ray spectrometry

technique may be found in [16]. Measurement accuracies and precision in the range of

0.5% or better can be achieved with these methods,

Calibration is usually accomplished with standards although fundamental data can

be used for ~~x and D to carry out measurements without standards.

A very interesting application (Fig. 6) of this technology has been developed at

Kemforschungszcntrum Karlsruhe in the form of a hybrid K-edge densitometer/K x-ray

fluomcence (XRF) instrument [17,18]. Its primary purpose is to measure both the

uranium and plutonium concentrations in solutions from the reprocessing of spent fuel, the

most impowt measurement point being the highly radioactive dissolver solution

(-1 Ci/cm$ in the input accountability tank In this instrument densitometry is used to

detemine the uranium concentration and XRF is used to determine the Pu/U ratio (typically

0,01). An x-ray generator is used for both measurements; separate sample cells allow both

the densitomcay and XRF measurement to be performed simultaneously, Results are

comparable to or better than the traditional isotope dilution mass specttametry method for

obtaining plutonium concentrations in dissolver solutions,

B, X-ray Fluorescence

Thex-rayfluorescence technique is well known and widely used in many

applications outside the nuclear materials safeguards area, Most applications to date, both

within and outside the safeguards measurement am4 are plagued with the problem of

matrix effects-absorption of the exciting and fluoresced radiution by the snrnp!e M well us
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secondary emissions excited by the fluoresced radiation fiwm the sample. Much work has

been done on so-called fundamental parameters anaiysis procedures. However, until the

work described in [19], it seems as if no one has attempted to appl) the principles of

transmission-corrected passive assay to this problem. It is, of course, quite difficult to do

for the general case where many elements are being measured simultaneously. However,

for the case of special nuclear materials where only a few elements arc considered, the

problem becomes entirely tractable.

A successful application of transmissionarxectcd XRF has been reported by

Ruhter and Camp [20]. This situation is more complex than the transmission corrections

discussed above because corrections must be made for absorption of both the exciting

radiation and the fluoresced x rays. They use an external source of 57C0 to measure the

transmission of the sample at the energy of the exciting photons, also from 5TC0. A source

of lS3Gd (97.4 and 103.2 kcV) is used to measure the transmission of the sample at the

energy of the primary fluotwccd x rays !ium uranium (98.4 keV, U Kal ) and plutonium

(103.7 kcV, I% Kal). The attenuation confection factors am calculated usirig the same

formalism as described in [1], This yields a linear calibration curve, independent of

solution concentration, matrix density, and composition. No longer arc “rcprcscntativc”

standards needed for calibration, and as above, only a single standard is required for

calibration,

Measurement accuracies of about 0,5% have been demonstrated over a mngc of

uranium and plutonium concentrations from 1 g/1 to 2S0 g/4 in acid concentrations mnging

from 1 M to 9 M.

It muy be of intctest to note tlmt x-ray fluorwwnce was chosen for this application

overthecompeting dcnsitometry technique because XRF generally opemtcs over n wider

SNM concentmtion range than does dcnsitometry.
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VI. SUMMARY

The applications of gamma-ray spectrometry used in the quantitative assajj of SNM

can be considered as methods that measure (1) isotopic masses or concentrations typified

by transmission-corrected passive assay; (2) isotopic fractions or distributions, with

examples being the “enrichment meter” and plutonium isotopic composition measurements;

and (3) elemental concentrations with examples being absmption-edge densitomay and x-

ray fluorescence.

Correct and careful practice of these techniques can yield measurement accuracies in

the range of 0.1% to 1.0% in favorable situations. Typical mcasurcrnent precision are

similaq measurement times usually range fkom 15 minutes to 1 hour,

These techniques are widely used for measuring special nuclear materials in ways

that are not widely applied in other areas of gamma-ray spectrometry.
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FIGURECAPTIONS

Fig. 1. A measurement system for 23%.Jsolution samples using the transmission-corrected

passive assay technique [2,3].

Fig. 2. Comparison of calibration data from two sets of calibmtion standards for the

system described in [2,3].

Fig. 3. Correct application of transmission-corrected passive assay produces results

indepencknt of the sample’s physical and chemical composition and geometry.

Fig. 4. The samples used in the measurements of Fig. 3.

Fig. S. Measuswnentaccuracyfor% for a wide range of sample types and

compositions [14].

Fig. 6. A Cross-sectionalplan of the hybrid K-edge densitometer [17].
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